CAVIT Bus Schedule for 2018-19

Begins Monday, July 23, 2018

1st Session Departure
Leave CGUHS at 6:15AM – 2 busses
Leave VGHS at 6:15AM – 2 busses
(6:15AM departure is required because busses have to return to Casa Grande by 7:15 to make their regular morning run for each site)

1st Session Return
Leave CAVIT at 9:00 AM...Back to CGUHS 9:30 AM- 2 busses
Leave CAVIT at 9:00 AM...Back to VGHS 9:30 AM- 2 busses

3rd Session Departure
Leave CGUHS at 11:45 AM travel to VGHS, leave VGHS at Noon (1 bus only)

3rd Session Return
Leave CAVIT at 2:30PM Back to VGHS at 2:50PM travel to CGUHS arrive by 3:05PM (1 bus only)